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Inspired by al l  things 

symmetrical ,  Spring/

Summer 2017 MITOS 

Swimwear Col lection 

is a hymn to the 

most powerful  visual 

constructions in 

tradit ion, mythology 

and architecture of 

Greece. Tr iangular 

and cubical  shapes, 

paral lel  l ines and 

beauti ful  mosaics of 

geometrical  patterns, 

are al l  masterful ly 

st itched together in 

earthy, royal  colours 

and shades of white 

and blue. I f there is  a 

statement to be made, 

this is  the power of 

symmetry and the 

beauty it  infuses in al l 

the things it  touches. 



ARIADNE COUTURE
Black
SCOAR-BK



ARTEmIs mOON
Blue
SMOAR-BL



ARTEmIs hAvEN
Black
SHAAR-BK



ARIADNE TRINITy
Blue
STRAR-BL
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ChIOs mUsE
White
SMUCH-WH



ChIOs DUO
Black
SDUCH-BK



ChIOs CRUIsE
Pink
SCRCH-PK



kAllIsTO gRACE
White
SGRKA-WH



DANAE gEO
White
SGEDA-WHH



CyClADEs gEO
Black
SGECY-BK



CyClADEs gEO
Gold
SGECY-GD



Inf luenced by the intriguing stories of mythology, 

the emblem of MITOS swimwear, depicts the 

labyrinth from the classical myth of Ariadne’s 

thread, fused with a rose to represent femininity, 

exceptionality and boldness. 

Blazing the trai l  of the art of needlework adorning 

our l ives for centuries, MITOS swimwear tempts 

you to follow its inspiring thread to that magical 

place where traditions, cultures and myths are 

incarnated into motifs that create extraordinary 

swimwear, exceptional collections of beachwear 

and beach accessories.

The
embroidered
myth

Follow the thread

info@.mitoswimwear.com | www.mitoswimwear.com

The luxurious swimwear collections evolve 

across a diversity of shapes, intricate embroidery 

and exquisite patterns applied on the most 

precious materials, f ine-quality lycra, butter-soft 

tul le transforming into the ultimate swimwear 

experience. Along with the folk art and heritage 

of long-existing embroidery techniques, MITOS 

swimwear takes you to the next level where the 

artistic mystery and boundless inspiration is just 

about to unfold.


